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Nonlinear harmonics of a seeded free-electron laser as a coherent and ultrafast probe to investigate
matter at the water window and beyond
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The advent of free-electron lasers (FELs) in the soft- and hard-x-ray spectral regions has introduced the possi-
bility to probe electronic, magnetic, and structural dynamics, in both diluted and condensed matter samples, with
femtosecond time resolution. In particular, FELs have strongly enhanced the capabilities of several analytical
techniques, which have taken advantage of the high degree of transverse coherence provided. Free-electron
lasers based on the harmonic up-conversion of an external coherent source (seed) are characterized also by a
high degree of longitudinal coherence, since electrons inherit the coherence properties of the seed. For the state
of the art, the shortest wavelength delivered to user experiments by an externally seeded FEL light source is
about 4 nm. In this paper we demonstrate that pulses with a high longitudinal degree of coherence (first and
second order) covering the water window and with photon energy extending up to 790 eV can be generated by
exploiting the so-called nonlinear harmonic regime, which allows generation of radiation at harmonics of the
resonant FEL wavelength. In order to show the suitability of the nonlinear harmonics generated by a seeded FEL
for research in the water window and beyond, we report the results of two proof-of-principle experiments: one
measuring the oxygen K-edge absorption in water (∼530 eV) and the other analyzing the spin dynamics of Fe
and Co through magnetic small-angle x-ray scattering at their L edges (707 and 780 eV, respectively).

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.105.053524

I. INTRODUCTION

The scientific challenge of tracking the temporal evolution
of an excited state of matter after an external stimulus, on the
atomic scale and with elemental sensitivity, has boosted the
evolution of powerful free-electron laser (FEL) sources in the
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft- or hard-x-ray ranges [1].
Several techniques, including Fourier transform holography,
coherent diffraction imaging, and ptychography, exploit the
high degree of transverse coherence of the FEL pulses and, in
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the case of seeded FELs, of longitudinal coherence. The latter
is of paramount importance for techniques, such as linear and
nonlinear spectroscopies and coherent control, which require
both phase and wavelength manipulation within a given pulse.
In a seeded FEL operated in the so-called high-gain harmonic
generation (HGHG) regime [2], an external coherent source (a
laser) is used to imprint an energy modulation on an ultrarel-
ativistic electron beam passing through an undulator, known
as the modulator. In a planar undulator, the latter is tuned to
satisfy the resonant condition [3]

λS = λu(1 + K2/2)

2γ 2
, (1)

where λS is the seed wavelength, λu is the undulator pe-
riod, K = eBuλu

2πmec is the normalized undulator strength, me is
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the electron rest mass, c is the speed of light in vacuum,
Bu is the peak magnetic field, and γ is the Lorentz factor.
The electron bunch is then sent through a magnetic disper-
sive section that converts the energy modulation into density
modulation, called bunching, whose spectral content includes,
with progressively fading coefficients, higher harmonics of
the seed. The bunched electrons are then injected into an
undulator, which is tuned to be resonant to a given harmonic
of the seed wavelength λn, with integer n [4]. Since the emis-
sion process is stimulated by the seed, all electrons emit in
phase. Phase-locked emission results in the generation of near
Fourier-transform-limited pulses at λn [5,6].

The fading of the bunching with increasing n sets a limit
to the shortest wavelength that can be generated using this
method [7]. Indeed, the bunching level at the desired harmonic
must be significantly larger than the shot noise; otherwise
a competitive amplification process, namely, self-amplified
spontaneous emission (SASE) [8–10], may become dominant
and spoil the longitudinal coherence of the output radiation.
Recently, a cold electron beam with very low slice energy
spread has been demonstrated at FERMI [11], leading to the
extension of the limit of the harmonic upshift conversion in
a single HGHG stage, and FEL gain was observed up to
harmonic 25 (of a seed in the UV range).

For reliable operation at shorter wavelengths down to the
soft-x-ray range, the HGHG scheme has been implemented
in a two-stage configuration, using the emission of the first
stage to seed the second one. The state-of-the-art shortest
wavelength delivered to users is about 4 nm [12–14], corre-
sponding to harmonic 65 [15,16] of an UV laser. A recent
experiment has demonstrated that a similar wavelength range
can be achieved in a single stage using the echo-enabled
harmonic generation (EEHG) technique [17,18]. Adopting
the EEHG scheme, stable and narrowband coherent pulses at
2.6 nm (∼474 eV), i.e., harmonic 101, were generated, even
though the parameters used for the experiment allowed only
a weak intensity, comparable to the broadband spontaneous
emission coming from the whole electron beam [19]. A few
options for further extending the range of an externally seeded
FEL toward 2 nm have been studied but not yet implemented
[20–22].

Strong scientific cases exist for developing sources that
deliver fully coherent and variable-polarization ultrashort
photon pulses over the spectral region that covers the water
window (up to the O K edge at 530 eV) and the L edges
of the 3d transition metals up to 800 eV [23–27]. The avail-
ability of such sources would make it possible to address the
dynamics of organic molecules in solution and to investigate
the electronic excitations in strongly correlated materials via
pump-probe experiments at different core resonances, with
both site and chemical sensitivity.

In this paper we demonstrate that light pulses with the
above-mentioned properties can be generated by operating a
seeded FEL in the so-called nonlinear harmonic generation
(NHG) regime [28–31]. In this regime, the exponential gain
leading to the generation of the harmonic λn drives the bunch-
ing, and consequent emission, at λn/m, where m is an integer.
Nonlinear harmonic generation has been proposed in the past
as a way to extend the tuning range to short wavelengths not
reachable by the electron-beam and undulator parameters at

the fundamental [32–34]: Numerical simulations estimated in-
tensity ratios between the third and fifth nonlinear harmonics
and the fundamental of about 2% and 0.3%, respectively.

An alternative to the NHG technique is represented by
the harmonic lasing (HL) regime [35–37], where the electron
interaction with the fundamental is disrupted while an odd
higher harmonic is allowed to evolve unhindered. For a large
undulator K parameter (�2), HL allows a gain length at the
harmonic comparable to the one at the fundamental, enabling
the transfer of most of the energy lost by the electrons to the
harmonic field [37,38]. For a smaller K parameter (close to 1),
as is the case of the FERMI FEL spectral range described be-
low, the gain length at the harmonic is too large and bunching
amplification through NHG proves more efficient.

We present a detailed description of the process leading to
optimized nonlinear harmonic emission in the water window
and beyond, as well as the characterization of the generated
pulses in terms of spectral purity, pulse energy, and longi-
tudinal coherence. In this spectral domain, more powerful
FEL pulses can be provided by SASE operation but at the
cost of longitudinal coherence and spectral quality: Typically,
the relative bandwidth of SASE in the soft x ray is of the
order of 0.2%–0.5% at the fundamental resonant wavelength
[39]. Operating the FEL in the self-seeding mode [40] allows
a reduction of the bandwidth with an improvement of the
longitudinal coherence, but it does not suppress the stochastic
nature of the process, because it inherits the poor longitudinal
coherence of the SASE FEL, from which it originates [41,42].

We show that under properly optimized conditions a very
high wavelength stability (a few 10−4) and a spectral band-
width smaller than 0.1% at 790 eV can be achieved, combined
with a high degree of longitudinal coherence, very similar
to what is usually obtained when the FEL is operated at the
fundamental wavelength. In particular, we show that the high
degree of longitudinal coherence, which is imparted by the
seed to the light at λn in the linear regime, extends to the
nonlinear harmonic λn/m.

To demonstrate that nonlinear harmonics generated by a
seeded FEL can be profitably used to perform experiments on
matter, we report the results of two proof-of-principle studies.
In the first one, the absorption spectrum of room-temperature
water has been measured, across the oxygen K edge (530–
550 eV). The second experiment studied the magnetization
dynamics of thin films at the Co and Fe L edges, i.e., 702–
716 and 771–785 eV, respectively, through small-angle x-ray
scattering. The successful operation of FERMI at this energy
is relevant, e.g., for studies of ultrafast spin dynamics [43,44]
and for spectroscopy applications in biological systems [45].

II. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF SEEDED
FEL PULSES AT 700–780 AND 530 eV

The experiment was carried out at FERMI [16], a seeded
HGHG FEL user facility. FERMI has two FEL lines: FEL-1,
consisting of a single HGHG stage covering the spectral range
from 100 to 20 nm [46], and FEL-2 [15], from 20 to 4 nm,
whose layout is sketched in Fig. 1. FEL-2 is based on two
HGHG stages with an interposed magnetic chicane (DL) to
control the delay between the electrons and the emission of
the first stage. In this way, the latter seeds a “fresh” portion
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1st mod. 1st radiator 2nd mod. 2nd radiatorDS1 DL DS2

FIG. 1. FERMI FEL-2 layout, including the two dispersive
sections (DS1 and DS2) and a delay line (DL) in between the two
stages for the operation in fresh-bunch mode.

of the electron bunch, not spoiled by the FEL process that
took place in the first stage; this is technically known as the
fresh-bunch mode [47]. The electron bunch is then sent along
a second undulator chain (second radiator in Fig. 1) tuned to
a harmonic of the first stage. A large flexibility in tuning the
final wavelength is provided by the APPLE-II undulators [48]
that feature a variable gap and selectable polarization (circu-
lar, linear horizontal, and linear vertical) [49]. We focused our
attention on the properties of the third nonlinear harmonic
and we set the fundamental wavelength in linear horizontal
polarization. In this configuration, the harmonic radiation is
emitted along the electron propagation axis [50–52].

In the following section we report on the generation of
the third nonlinear harmonic of ∼233 eV (i.e., 5.3 nm),
corresponding to ∼700 eV. A comparable performance was
obtained at the Fe L edge (∼710 eV) and at the Co L edge
(∼780 eV).

In order to characterize simultaneously the FEL emission
at both the fundamental (233 eV) and third nonlinear har-
monic wavelength (700 eV) on a shot-to-shot basis, we used
two high-resolution spectrometers placed in series (Fig. 2) one
(PRESTO) [53] integrated in the common photon transport
line [54] of the FERMI experimental hall, the other (WEST)
recently installed downstream of the EIS-TIMEX end station
[55].

The growth of the FEL intensity at 233 eV and at 700 eV
along the undulator chain has been measured from the in-
tegrated signal of the PRESTO and WEST spectrometers,
respectively, and is reported in Fig. 3. Numerical simulations
have been run with GENESIS 1.3 [56] using the beam parame-
ters listed in Table I, representing the experimental condition.
The obtained results are reported in Fig. 3. In order to compare
the simulation and the experimental results, the latter were
scaled according to the pulse energy estimation reported in
the following (i.e., 19.4 μJ per pulse at 233 eV and 150 nJ per
pulse at 700 eV).

The simulations are in good agreement with the measure-
ments in describing the FEL gain of the fundamental and of
the third harmonic. The harmonic growth results in fact from
the sum of a linear and a nonlinear contribution. The former

FIG. 2. Sketch of the photon transport line, including the in-
tensity monitors, the filter revolvers, the calibrated photodiode, and
the two spectrometers (PRESTO [53] and WEST [55]) used in the
experiment.
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FIG. 3. Measured (markers) and simulated (lines) FEL gain
curves at 233 eV (i.e., 5.3 nm) and at 700 eV (i.e., 1.77 nm). The
measurements were done by progressively detuning the undulator
gap of the second-stage radiator and by integrating the spectra on
PRESTO (for 233 eV) and on WEST (for 700 eV) within a narrow
bandwidth around the central wavelength. Error bars correspond to
the standard deviation from the mean value calculated over 50 shots.

dominates in the first part of the radiator, where as a result
of the seeding there is a non-negligible bunching also at the
harmonic of the resonant wavelength. When the fundamental
field grows along the radiator, it contributes to the increase of
the electron bunching at its harmonics, entering in a nonlinear
regime and sustaining the harmonic gain. Simulations via
GENESIS confirmed the important contribution to the harmonic
gain coming from the fundamental growth, showing that if the
latter is artificially suppressed in the simulation, the harmonic
field is depleted by about 50%.

In order to estimate the spectral quality of the emitted
radiation, a series of 400 consecutive single-shot spectra at
700 eV are analyzed (Fig. 4). The FEL had a shot-to-shot
power stability of about 20%, retrieved from the spectral
intensity [see Fig. 4(c)], and a central wavelength stability of
0.03% (rms) [Fig. 4(b)]. The statistics over the FEL bandwidth
[Fig. 4(d)] reveal that the largest fraction of shots have a
relative FWHM bandwidth smaller than 0.1%. Spectral side-
bands and associated fluctuations of the pulse bandwidth,
with values down to 3 × 10−4 (the PRESTO spectrometer
resolution is about 5 × 10−5), can be partially associated with

TABLE I. Main electron-beam parameters during the experiment
and used in the simulations.

Parameter Value Unit

beam energy 1.48 GeV
peak current 670 A
slice energy spread 60 keV
slice normalized emittance 1.4 mm mrad
average Twiss β function 7.5 m
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FIG. 4. (a) Series of 400 consecutive single-shot spectra at 700 eV acquired with the PRESTO spectrometer. Also shown are the statistics
of (b) the central wavelength stability, (c) the spectral intensity, and (d) the FWHM spectral bandwidth. (e) Random sample of the single-shot
spectra.

microbunching instabilities (MBI). These instabilities are due
to the collective interaction of charged particles in the ac-
celerator, in which small initial variations in the energy or
longitudinal density of the particles can be amplified during
the acceleration process, ultimately deteriorating the spectral
quality of the light produced by a seeded FEL. Numerical
simulations using a 100-fs seed laser and an electron beam de-
void of MBI foresee an unstructured FEL pulse with a relative
FWHM bandwidth of a few 10−4 (corresponding to an ∼25-fs
pulse at the Fourier limit). On the contrary, the random series
of single-shot spectra in Fig. 4(e) show sideband structures
that may be attributed to the presence of MBI. A common
method to suppress MBI uses a laser-heater system [57] that
induces a controlled increase of the electron slice energy
spread at the injector exit (at around 100 MeV electron-beam
energy). This damps the microbunching growth occurring
along the linac and in the dispersive regions, such as bunch
compressors and the spreader [58]. The laser-heater power
has been demonstrated to be a key parameter to maximize the
FEL intensity [59]. In these conditions, residual microbunch-
ing structures (at wavelengths of about 1 μm) can survive.
These incoherent modulations sum in frequency with the FEL
emission, deteriorating the spectrum with lateral sidebands
and increasing the emission bandwidth [see Fig. 4(e)] [60].
To study the effects of MBI, we have therefore scanned the
intensity of the laser heater and measured the FEL spectra
at 700 eV (results reported in Fig. 5). The statistics shown
in Fig. 4 refer to a laser-heater pulse energy of about 1 μJ
and correspond to the maximum FEL intensity and to an
average FWHM bandwidth of about 1.2 eV. By increasing
the laser-heater energy beyond this value, the FEL intensity
decreases because of the larger slice energy spread (i.e., lower
FEL gain), but the larger damping of the MBI further im-
proves the spectral purity and the FEL bandwidth visibly
narrows. At a trade-off laser-heater energy of ∼2.7 μJ, the
average FEL bandwidth is reduced to about 0.6 eV (i.e., to
a spectral purity �E/E ∼ 8 × 10−4) [Fig. 5(c)] at the cost

of a factor 2 reduction in the FEL energy per pulse. A sig-
nificant fraction of the shots (about 20%) exhibit a spectral
bandwidth as narrow as 0.4 eV (5 × 10−4), approaching the
ideal case in agreement with numerical simulations. A further
advantage provided by the increase in laser-heater power is
represented by a factor 2 reduction of intensity fluctuations
[see Fig. 5(a)].

To estimate the pulse energy of the output radiation,
we used a calibrated photodiode (see Fig. 2) and a set of
solid-state filters to minimize contributions from undesired
radiation (i.e., the seed laser and the emission from the first
stage of FEL-2). Since the calibrated photodiode is an invasive
diagnostic, it did not allow us to measure simultaneously
the spectrum of the fundamental and of the third nonlinear
harmonic as shown in Fig. 3 and to retrieve from a cali-
brated spectral area the absolute value of the emitted pulse
energy. However, inserting different kinds of solid-state filters
with known transmission curves made it possible to esti-
mate the pulse energy at 700 and 233 eV. Details on this
procedure are reported in Appendix A. The average pulse
energies at the fundamental emission wavelength (233 eV)
and at the nonlinear third harmonic (700 eV) were esti-
mated to be 19.4 μJ (with a rms uncertainty of 0.1 μJ)
and 150 nJ (with a rms uncertainty of 100 nJ), respectively.
The derived estimation is indeed in good agreement with the
1:100 ratio between the pulse energy of the third nonlin-
ear harmonic and that of the fundamental, as expected from
the simulation.

We collected a second set of data at the oxygen K edge,
at about 530 eV (i.e., 2.33 nm), corresponding to the third
harmonic of 177 eV (i.e., 7.0 nm). The data reported in Fig. 6
show a spectral intensity jitter of about 25% (rms) and a cen-
tral wavelength jitter of about 8 × 10−5 (rms). A large fraction
of shots, about 50%, have a spectral FWHM bandwidth of less
than 0.4 eV (∼ 7 × 10−4).

We estimated a pulse energy at 7 nm at the source of about
18 μJ. As in the previous case, exploiting a combination of
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FIG. 5. (a) Spectral intensity and (b) FWHM bandwidth as func-
tions of the laser-heater pulse energy at 700 eV. Also shown are the
statistics over 400 shots of (c) the spectral bandwidth and (d) the
intensity for a laser-heater pulse energy of 2.7 μJ. Shaded regions
around the central blue curves in (a) and (b) represent the rms fluc-
tuations of the FEL intensity and bandwidth, respectively, measured
for each value of the laser-heater pulse energy.

filters, we estimated a pulse energy at 530 eV in the range
100–200 nJ at the source, that is, about 1% of the fundamental,
similar to the results obtained at 700 eV.

Despite the lower fluence of the nonlinear harmonic com-
pared to the fundamental, there are classes of experiments
involving, e.g., the studies of spin dynamics that do not require
high brightness and which are difficult to perform in standard
slicing sources at synchrotron radiation facilities. Moreover,
it has been demonstrated that even below the sample damage
threshold, magnetic information is lost at both the M edge
and L edge of transition metals when the deposited energy
exceeds a few tens of mJ/cm2 [23,25,61]. As described be-
low, the average intensity of the FERMI FEL optimized in
NHG at the sample allows us to reach a fluence of about
50 mJ/cm2, which is well above the soft-x-ray magnetic dam-
age threshold.

III. LONGITUDINAL COHERENCE

The statistical properties of the light emitted by a seeded
FEL differ substantially from those of a SASE FEL source.
A SASE FEL has the typical statistics of chaotic light [62],
while it was demonstrated that the harmonic conversion and
amplification processes preserve part of the coherence prop-
erties of the seed laser, even at high harmonic orders, and the
seeded FEL statistics resemble those of laser light [63]. The
natural question is what happens to the light statistics of the
nonlinear harmonics emitted at very short wavelengths by a
seeded FEL and what is the second-order degree of coherence
of this spectral component of the emitted light. Theoretical
studies predict that the frequency multiplication process pro-
duces phase noise degradation proportional at least to the
square of the frequency multiplication factor [64], preventing
full coherence with a HGHG FEL at a very short-wavelength
range. We have used the statistics of the spectra acquired at
700 eV and at 530 eV to calculate the normalized second-
order correlation function g(2), defined in [65],

g(2)(λ1, λ2) = 〈I (λ1)I (λ2)〉
〈I (λ1)〉〈I (λ2)〉 , (2)

where I (λ1) and I (λ2) are spectral intensities at different
wavelengths measured simultaneously and the angular brack-
ets indicate averaging over a large ensemble of different
radiation pulses. In the literature, it is very common to rep-
resent g(2) as a function of �λ = λ1 − λ2. The value of
g(2)(�λ = 0), generally indicated as g(2)(0), is a key param-
eter to define the degree of coherence of the radiation: it is 1
for a coherent source and 2 for chaotic light and assumes a
value between 1 and 2 for partially coherent light [65–68].
Free-electron laser radiation generated in the SASE mode
is characterized by g(2)(0) > 1.5 [66], while fully coherent
sources like FERMI have been demonstrated to provide laser-
like output, with a value of g(2)(0) close to 1 [63]. Routinely,
we measure values of g(2)(0) between 1 and 1.2 and we
ascribe the incoherent contribution to variations of machine
and electron-beam parameters and residual contributions of
spurious harmonic content in the beam (e.g., microbunching
instability).

Figure 7 reports the g(2) function calculated for the spectra
at 1.77 nm (i.e., 700 eV) and at 2.33 nm (i.e., 530 eV),
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FIG. 6. (a) Series of 450 consecutive single-shot spectra at 533 eV (i.e., 2.33 nm) acquired with the PRESTO spectrometer. Also shown
are the statistics about (b) the central wavelength stability, (c) the spectral intensity, and (d) the FWHM spectral bandwidth.

averaged over a very narrow central bandwidth (�λ = 3 ×
10−4 nm, green line) and a larger one (�λ = 1.5 × 10−3 nm,
blue line). The value of g(2)(0) (∼1.16) is almost independent
of the bandwidth chosen and in both cases the measured value
is very close to the typical performance obtained at FERMI in
the nominal spectral range (100–4 nm).

FIG. 7. Second-order spectral correlation function g(2) for
700 eV (1.77 nm) and 530 eV (2.33 nm) radiation: (a) and (c) the
g(2) function calculated as defined in Eq. (2) for the two different
photon energies and (b) and (d) the mean values of g(2) calculated
averaging over a very narrow central bandwidth (green dotted line)
and over a larger one (blue solid line).

IV. X-RAY-ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF WATER
ACROSS THE OXYGEN K EDGE

The x-ray-absorption spectroscopy (XAS) spectrum of
steady room-temperature water across the oxygen K edge
(∼535 eV) has been measured at the EIS-TIMEX beamline
in the spectral region 530–545 eV (Fig. 8) operating in trans-
mission geometry. The water sample was confined in a sealed
microfluidic cell, with thin Si3N4 windows (100 nm thickness)
transparent to the soft-x-ray radiation. The FEL beam was
focused on the sample by an ellipsoidal mirror obtaining a
spot of a few tens of microns, matching the cell window size.

FIG. 8. Normalized XAS at the O K edge in transmission geom-
etry of room-temperature water confined between Si3N4 windows as
measured in this work (black closed circles). A similar measurement
carried out at the SSRL synchrotron (red curve) [69] is shown for
comparison.
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The FEL photon energy was finely tuned to nine selected
values (Fig. 8) using an optical parameter amplifier [70], but
in principle a more refined scan around the oxygen K edge
can be performed.

For each photon energy, the spectral line of the source was
measured by integrating over 1500 FEL shots (30 s of acqui-
sition for data point). These measurements were performed
both with and without the sample, thus obtaining the total
transmission of the sample and of the Si3N4 windows. The
resulting XAS data, refined by applying preedge absorption
linear background removal, are in good agreement with the
XAS obtained at synchrotrons [69]. The narrow bandwidth
and the high wavelength stability of the FERMI source at
530 eV permit the identification of typical features of the wa-
ter spectrum, such as the prepeak around 535 eV (see Fig. 8),
with a resolution better than 1 eV. This proof-of-principle
experiment paves the way for light-driven subpicosecond dy-
namic studies in water and other molecules as well as in
solid oxides by monitoring the time-resolved x-ray-absorption
spectrum at the O K edge. Time-resolved XAS gives access
to the ultrafast modifications of the electronic structure of
oxygen across the Fermi level, revealing structural changes
as well as charge transfer processes in oxygen-rich samples,
triggered by exposure to light pulses.

V. PROBING SPIN DYNAMICS AT TRANSITION-METAL
L2,3 EDGES

In a second pilot experiment, the nonlinear harmonics pro-
duced by the seeded FEL were used in combination with an
external optical pulse [71] to detect the spin dynamics oc-
curring in transition-metal magnetic thin films. In particular,
the FEL was tuned to generate photons across the Fe and Co
L2,3 edges, corresponding to the 702–716 eV (∼1.77 nm) and
771–785 eV (∼1.59 nm) ranges, respectively [25].

The measurements have been performed at the DiProI
end-station of FERMI [72,73]. The beam was focused at the
sample position to a large spot size of about 250 × 300 μm2.
An IR laser (780 nm wavelength, 100 fs FWHM pulse du-
ration) focused onto a spot size of 350 × 400 μm2 was used
to excite uniformly the magnetic dynamics. A combination of
Al and Zr filters was used to remove the spurious radiation
generated by the source in the double-stage HGHG scheme.

Using a calibrated photodiode inside the experimental
chamber, we estimate an average pulse energy of about 3 ±
2 nJ per pulse at the sample plane at both edges. This pulse en-
ergy, which includes all photon transport and focusing optics
losses, is several orders of magnitude larger than that which
is available with femtoslicing sources at third-generation syn-
chrotrons [74,75].

The experimental setup, illustrated in Appendix B, was
designed to collect time-dependent absorption and spin dy-
namics information of the magnetic sample. For the sake
of simplicity, hereafter we will consider only the magnetic
part of the experimental information, referring the reader to
Appendix C for the XAS analysis. Static magnetic spectra of
the two samples (FeTb alloy and CoPt multilayer) have been
collected by scanning the FEL emission wavelength in an
energy range across the Fe [Fig. 9(a)] and the Co [Fig. 9(b)] L3

edge. These curves show the magnetic contribution without

�

(a)

�

(b)

FIG. 9. Comparison of static (black squares) and optically
pumped (probe delay of 0.5 ps, red squares) magnetic scattering
efficiency for (a) a FeTb multilayer sample at the Fe L3 edge and
(b) a CoPt multilayer sample at the Co L3 edge. Pump fluences are
(a) 2.6 mJ/cm2 for FeTb and (b) 4.7 mJ/cm2 for CoPt.

(black) and 0.5 ps after (red) the sample excitation by the
optical IR pump laser pulse. The experimental traces clearly
show an increase of the magnetic scattering efficiency for the
FeTb (CoPt) sample with a maximum at 709.2 eV (779.5 eV),
corresponding to the L3 resonance of Fe (Co). The same spec-
tral traces obtained after 0.5 ps from pumping show a clear
reduction of the magnetic scattering strength at the elemental
resonance for both the FeTb and CoPt samples. Comparing
the static XAS spectra (see Fig. 15 in Appendix B), with
similar measurements performed at the SOLEIL synchrotron
on the same sample, we estimate an energy resolution of
about 0.8 eV, consistent with the average measured bandwidth
reported in Fig. 4.

We have investigated the evolution of the magnetic scat-
tering efficiency of both samples at a given probing photon
energy (707 eV for FeTb and 778.5 eV for CoPt); the results
are reported in Fig. 10. The data for the CoPt sample show
that within 350 fs a minimum in the magnetic signal contrast
is reached followed by a slow recovery to the unpumped
state. Fitting the time-dependent demagnetization profile with
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FIG. 10. Relative magnetic scattering efficiency as a function of
the time delay for CoPt (778.5 eV, black squares) and FeTb strongly
pumped (707.5 eV, blue circles).

an analytical function [76], a characteristic demagnetization
time μ for Co species of about 120 ± 20 fs is extracted, in
agreement with previously reported values [77,78]. A dif-
ferent behavior is observed for the FeTb alloy, where the
Fe species is antiferromagnetically coupled with Tb atoms
[79]. In this case the demagnetization pathway proceeds with
two different timescales: a quick drop with a characteristic
demagnetization time constant μ of 70 ± 20 fs, followed by
slower dynamics and no evidence of recovery on the timescale
of a few picoseconds. The analysis of the sample absorption
time-dependent response is provided in Appendix C.

VI. CONCLUSION

The generation of highly coherent pulses in the water win-
dow (300–530 eV) and up to 790 eV has been successfully
demonstrated by means of nonlinear harmonics generation
from the FERMI seeded FEL. Our results demonstrate that the
high coherence properties of the seed laser are transferred to
both the fundamental FEL wavelength and its nonlinear har-
monics. Foreshadowing the effective extension of the FERMI
nominal spectral range to shorter wavelengths [80], we have
demonstrated that nonlinear harmonics have performances
comparable to standard fundamental emission in terms of
wavelength stability, intensity fluctuation, and temporal jitter
with respect to a passively synchronized optical laser. This
paves the way for extending the class of experiments based
on the simultaneous control and manipulation of both phase
and wavelength in the soft-x-ray spectral range so far inac-
cessible for seeded FELs. In particular, recent theoretical [24]
and experimental achievements [61] suggest that longitudinal
coherence is a key parameter to modify the classical behavior
of the Beer-Lambert law as a consequence of the directional
behavior of stimulated emission. On a more general note, the
concentration of a large number of coherent photons into a
volume comparable to the one defined by their coherence
properties, as well as their interaction with condensed matter
[81–83], can induce the generation of light quantum states,
for example, biphotons [84,85]. The latter could have impor-
tant beneficial effects in diffraction-based imaging techniques,
improving their resolution beyond the classical limit, or in
the field of information technology. The high shot-by-shot
stability of the pulse intensity and spectral properties ex-
hibited by the nonlinear harmonics of FERMI, associated
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FIG. 11. Transmission curves of 100 nm Pd, 100 nm Cu, and
200 nm Cu in the spectral range of interest. The fundamental emis-
sion from the second stage (5.3 nm, i.e., 233 eV) and the second and
third harmonics are highlighted by vertical dotted lines. (Data were
taken from [89].)

with the remarkably low time jitter relative to the available
user laser (a few femtoseconds) [71], can be employed in
a wide class of single-shot pump-probe soft-x-ray spectro-
scopies. Furthermore, the FERMI FEL-2 scheme could lead
to conduct EUV (fundamental) pump–soft-x-ray (harmonic)
probe studies entering in the regime of linear or nonlinear
multidimensional spectroscopy [86,87]. Indeed, combining
coherence with the possibility to generate synchronized pulses
of different wavelengths [88] enables a whole range of novel
pump-probe experiments to investigate structural, electronic,
and magnetization dynamics in the fields of condensed matter
as well as atomic and molecular physics.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATE OF THE FEL PULSE ENERGY
AT ∼700 eV

To estimate the pulse energy at 700 eV, a calibrated pho-
todiode and a set of three solid-state filters were used, i.e., a
100-nm-thick Pd filter, a 100-nm Cu filter, and a 200-nm Cu
filter, whose transmission curves are reported in Fig. 11. The
pulse energy measured by the photodiode is the sum of the
pulse energy of all emitted wavelengths not completely cut by
the filters. In the experimental configuration, the first HGHG
stage was tuned at 21.2 nm and it was almost completely
filtered out in all three conditions, so its contribution can be
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FIG. 12. Energy per pulse estimated at 700 eV as a function of
the contribution of the second harmonic, ranging from 10% to a
factor 2 of the third harmonic. Error bars are calculated assuming
an uncertainty on the transmission coefficient of 2%–5%.

neglected. A series of single-shot pulse energy measurements
in the three filtering conditions was taken. The intensity of
the FEL is strongly dependent upon the electron bunch length
in turn affected by the fluctuation of the machine parame-
ters. For this reason, we recorded the shot-to-shot real-time
measurement of the bunch length provided by a pyrodetector
used in the bunch compression feedback and we filtered out
all shots whose compression deviated by more than ±5%.
The mean pulse energies measured in the three cases are
8.85 ± 0.61 μJ (100 nm Pd), 1.88 ± 0.26 μJ (100 nm Cu),
and 0.185 ± 0.06 μJ (200 nm Cu).

We assume that the radiation collected by the photodiode
mainly contained the fundamental of the second stage (5.3 nm,
i.e., 233 eV) and its second and third harmonics, while higher
harmonics can be neglected. The second harmonic is emitted
off-axis and its contribution is of the same order of magnitude
as the third harmonic, so it is not a completely independent
parameter. We therefore consider the intensity of the fun-
damental and of the third harmonic as unknown variables
and set the second harmonic intensity to a given fraction of
the third (variable from 10% to a factor 2). In this way, the
system of three equations in two unknowns can be solved
with the least-squares method. We introduce a random error
of 2%–5% on the transmission curve of Fig. 11, in order to
take into account possible surface contamination of the filters.
We obtain a mean pulse energy at the fundamental of about
19.4 μJ ± 0.1 μJ. Based on the contribution coming from the
second harmonic, the pulse energy at the third harmonic varies
from 210 nJ to 110 nJ with an uncertainty of about 50% as
depicted in Fig. 12.

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF THE PUMP
AND PROBE EXPERIMENT AT THE Co AND Fe L2,3 edges

Figure 13 shows a sketch of the experimental setup de-
signed to collect at the same time absorption and spin
dynamics information of a magnetic sample using the ampli-
fication of nonlinear harmonic of the FERMI FEL-2 source.

FIG. 13. Sketch of the experimental setup used to collect at the
same time absorption and magnetic scattering information on FeTb
and CoPt thin films.

In this scheme, the incident radiation is first dispersed in
the horizontal plane by a 2 × 2 mm2 grating. This grat-
ing (labeled “Incident grating” in Fig. 13) has a period of
80 nm, with a duty cycle of 25%, and has been realized by
electron-beam nanolithography of a 30-nm-thick hydrogen
silsesquioxane resist on Si3N4 membrane (250 nm thick-
ness). In order to compensate for the different ratio between
magnetically scattered photons and sample transmission, the
grating efficiency is intentionally reduced below to 0.01%.
This grating is mounted on a translation stage and one can
tune the sample-to-grating distance from 120 to 180 mm. This
distance is chosen in such a way that the beam separation
between diffracted orders −1, 0, and +1 matches the 4-mm
spacing of a multiarray window sample. One of these (labeled
by I0 in Fig. 13) passes through an empty membrane and
is directly recorded on the CCD detector placed 300 mm
after the sample, while the specular beam It,0 interacting with
the thin-film membrane gives the static transmission of the
sample. The zeroth order of the first grating impinges on a
magnetic thin-film multilayer membrane which has magnetic
stripe domains with out-of-plane magnetization.

This generates magnetically scattered photons Is [90] that
are recorded on the CCD plane. In order to determine the
dynamical transmission of the film when the sample is
pumped by an IR laser pulse, the transmitted beam is then
diffracted by a second grating (80-nm pitch with structure
similar to the first dispersive elements, labeled as “Absorp-
tion grating” in Fig. 13). This second grating is mounted on
a second motorized translation stage at a sample-to-grating
distance of 50 mm. The vertically scattered diffracted beams
of this grating are recorded on the same CCD detector giving
the dynamical transmission It of the pumped film. As dis-
cussed below, for each CCD picture we can extract once the
time-dependent absorption μ = ln(I0/It ), the static absorption
μ0 = ln(I0/It,0), and the magnetization M ∝ √

Is/I0 as a func-
tion of the delay �t between the pump and the probe or as
a function of the probing energy. Figure 14 shows a typical
example of the data acquired at the Co L2,3 absorption edge
of a CoPt multilayer film [Fig. 14(a)] and at the Fe edge of a
FeTb sample [Fig. 14(b)]. In each CCD picture, the regions
of interest (ROIs) taken for the CoPt sample [Fig. 14(a)]
and FeTb [Fig. 14(b)], as well as a close-up of the different
ROIs (circle or half circles), are shown from Fig. 14(c) to
Fig. 14(n). The intensities are retrieved by taking the mean
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FIG. 14. Examples of typical recorded images on (a) CoPt and (b) FeTb samples. The squares inside the images highlight the different
ROIs signals with the convention described in the main text. ROIs from (c) to (h) for the CoPt sample and from (i) to (n) for FeTb show the
different diffraction spots used to retrieve the information for the static absorption μ0, the dynamic absorption μ, and the magnetic signal M.
Additional diffraction orders visible in the images are due to the contamination of low-energy photons produced by the source.

values inside the marked ROIs in Figs. 14(c)–14(e) for CoPt
and in Figs. 14(i)–14(n) for FeTb. Then Is right and left as well
as It up and down are averaged, so for each CCD picture, four
different quantities I0, It,0, Is, and It are extracted. For FeTb,
It,up and It,down are taken from the second order of diffraction
to avoid any overlap with the magnetic scattering which is
almost ringlike. The less intense spots in the vertical middle
line between the first and the second order of the absorption
grating are the diffraction by this grating of the second har-
monic of the FEL beam, while the first order is blocked by
upstream filters as previously described.

In order to assess the spectroscopic capability of the non-
linear high-order harmonics produced by the FERMI seeded
FEL, Fig. 15 displays the XAS spectrum taken at the Fe L3

edge, using the above-described analysis method to reduce
the data, with an energy scan taken on the same sample at the
SEXTANTS beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron radiation
source [91]. Figure 15 shows that the experimental absorption
spectrum obtained by scanning the FEL emission from 702 eV
to 716 eV can be reproduced from synchrotron radiation
data by applying a Gaussian convolution of 0.8 eV FWHM.

FIG. 15. Static absorption measured at the SOLEIL synchrotron
(blue circles) and averaged static absorption measured at FERMI
(black squares) for the same FeTb sample with the identical mag-
netization state (aligned magnetic domains out of plane). FERMI
static absorption can be retrieved from SOLEIL static absorption
and a convolution with a Gaussian having a FWHM of 0.8 eV (red
diamonds).
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FIG. 16. Relative absorption as a function of the time delay
for CoPt [778.5 eV, black (dark gray)] and FeTb strongly pumped
[707.5 eV, blue (light gray)]. XAS dynamics can be observed when
the pump is sufficiently intense, due to a redshift of the absorption
spectrum maximum [92].

The obtained energy resolution �E/E of about 1.1 × 10−3 is
consistent with the average spectral properties of the source
described in the main text.

APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS OF THE FeTb AND CoPt XAS
TIME-DEPENDENT RESPONSE TO THE IR PUMP

In order to compare the time-dependent sample response,
Fig. 16 shows the dynamics at a given probing photon energy
for the two samples. The data report the relative absorption

μ/μ0 for FeTb (707.5 eV, blue) and CoPt (778.5 eV, black).
We observe that, with increasing IR laser fluence with respect
to the energy scan reported in Fig. 10, the absorption signal
of the FeTb film is more sensitive to the optical excitation.
The response of the absorption signal is different for the two
samples: While FeTb shows an increase of sample absorp-
tion after t0, a reduction is observed for the CoPt film. We
ascribe this behavior to a difference in probing photon energy
with respect to the material absorption edge. Indeed, pumping
with 1.5-eV photons changes the electronic density of state
close to the Fermi energy and according to Carva et al. [92]
this produces a dynamical shift of the XAS spectrum toward
lower energy, opening new available states for the transition
from a core level to the conduction band. For the 707.5-eV
photons used to probe Fe in the FeTb sample, they are 1.5 eV
below the maximum sample absorption (709 eV, Fig. 15); as
a consequence, after the optical excitation this produces an
increase of sample absorption. On the other hand, for CoPt,
the probing energy is closer to the absorption peak (779.5 eV),
so a 1.5 eV optical excitation results in a decrease of the
available states above the conduction band for 778.5-eV pho-
tons, producing a decrease of sample absorption. A similar
dependence of the XAS response on the relative detuning of
the probing photon energy from the resonance condition has
been reported recently on transition metal samples at M3,2

edges [93,94].
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